
Operation Plans Found on 
the Bodies of Hamas Terrorists

Mission: Attack and take control of Kibbutz
Sa’ad and hold hostages

2.  Information about the kibbutz:

3.

4.

Number of residents: 760 people 

Security Forces:

 Essential Locations
Number Location Description Benefit
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Number Location Description Benefit
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Main gate Gate
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     The Mission: The reduced 2nd reserve
platoon of the 2nd reserve company of the
1st battalion will attack Kibbutz Sa'ad on day
A at S hour in order to take control of the
kibbutz, in�icting as many heavy losses as
possible, using explosives and capturing
hostages until additional points are
released, in addition to securing route 232.

1.

Mission Execution
The maneuvering plan - the subordinate cell advances with
the securing forces [...]. The securing forces will breach the
kibbutz fence on the northwest side marked on the map,
after which two cells will advance via routes 55, 56 and 57.
One cell will take over the eastern part and the other the
western part of the kibbutz. They must shoot down as many
victims as possible, take hostages and take some of them to
the Gaza Strip using various cars.

Unit Assignments
Unit

Combat
Cell 1

Combat
Cell 2

Assignment
To create a breach in the designated place in the outer fence
of the target. 
Destroy the guarding post at the gate of the kibbutz.
Take over the kibbutz secretariat.
Take over the dining hall.
Gather the hostages in the dining hall and prepare to take
some of them to the Gaza Strip.
Take over the school [...]. 
Set up three ambushes.

Thwart any aerial threat while the forces are en route.
Round up the hostages and transfer them to the first cell. 
Supervise the area of   the Bnei Akiva youth movement.
Supervise the school [...].
Set up three ambushes.

Setup of the
motorcycle unit

Advancement Mechanisms
Advancement

set up
A convoy of 4 motorcycles in front - defense
jeep - 2 motorcycles - defense jeep - 2 motorcycles

About 125 MetersConvoy length

Setup of the
jeep unit
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Security Forces: The parties responsible for the security of
the kibbutz are the military, and in particular the Northern
“Gefen” Brigade and the Gaza Division. The purpose of the
security department is to protect the residents of the kibbutz,
their property and visitors in the kibbutz. It can be said that
the role of the department and its responsibilities are mostly
routine security measures and security within the kibbutz,
securing the educational institutions, preparation for
emergency situations and taking part in the renovation of
bomb shelters within the kibbutz.  They also serve as a link
between the kibbutz and the responsible security agency
(the military).

There is guarding at the gates and main
entrances, shift changes take place every so
often and there are cameras and radars in
and around the kibbutz area.


